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Checklist of Exhibited Works

**Elevator:**

*Islands*, 2016  
Video, sound  
3:06 minutes

**Front Galleries:**

*Into The Rehearsal*, 2016  
Video slideshow, silent  
10:54 minutes

*Number 18*, 2015  
Audio  
80 minutes

*Constructions (Black)*, 2016  
Color photograph  
48 x 60 inches

**Central Gallery (Clockwise):**

*Number 21 (detail)*, 2016  
Audio  
20 minutes

*Landscape (Two Women)*, 2007
Color photograph
40 x 50 inches

_Sketches For A Choreographic Score (B), 2016_
Color photograph
30 x 96 inches

_Red (Number One), 2016_
Color photograph
48 X 60 inches

_Two Minutes One Second Seven Frames, 2016_
Video, sound
2:01:07 minutes

_Untitled (Yellow #1), 2015_
Color photograph
48 x 48 inches

_Untitled (Yellow #2), 2015_
Color photograph
48 x 48 inches

_Saturated, 2016_
Acrylic on wood
10 x 40 feet
Commissioned by Deutsche Bank for Frieze New York

_Book on Table (On Sculpture #5), 2010/2016_
Color photograph
40 x 60 inches

All works courtesy of the artist and David Castillo Gallery.

CODED is made possible with support from Jerome Foundation and in part by public funds from New York City Department of Cultural Affairs in partnership with the City Council and New York State Council on the Arts with the support of Governor Andrew Cuomo, and from many individual contributions.